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The right WordPress plugin can make a major difference in your digital marketing campaigns. There are star-wing plugins that can help with content strategies, SEO, site security and even Facebook Messenger marketing. Best WordPress Plugins In 2019Bute with over 29,000 WordpPress plugins available, how do you identify unicorns and don't chips? I've done the job for you. Here, I've rounded up the 10
best WordPress plugins to add to your site in 2019.1. MobileMonkey's WP-ChatbotWant to connect your business with 1.3 billion+ uses on Facebook Messenger? Then power up your website with WP-Chatbot MobileMonkey.It's just like a traditional website chat where users can chat with a support team or get answers to questions, but with the added benefit of getting information on each of those users.
When users chat with MobileMonkey-powered site chats, the conversations they're being simplified via Facebook Messenger.That means every chat bubble conversation will have a history. More importantly, you can add forms where users can automatically add their information, making it easy for you to collect data on your customers and follow-up with them.2. Yoast SEOThis is one of the best SEO
plugins on the page for WordPress websites. Yoast SEO shows how seo friendly your posts are and gives suggestions on how to improve it. Among other things, it will analyze the use of your keywords, your metadata, and the readability of your content.3. JetpackIt's all-in-one has packages for each WordPress site, made by a WordPress team. Jetpack is a must-have plugin, giving WordPress users a
powerful variety of features. It takes care of website security, performance, traffic growth, image optimization, design, etc. 4. Akismet Anti-SpamThis plugins tend to be installed automatically along with WordPress.Akismet is your primary protection against spam comments on your WordPress site. It filters out spam comments with uninsponsive links, inappropriate messages, etc. You can also view the
status history for each comment, so you can know where they come from. If you need more powerful features for commercial websites, there are premium options.5. WooCommerceIf you want to build an online store, then this is a WordPress plugin you need to install. WooCommerce is a No. 1 plugin for ecommerce on WordPress.You can install it and easily set it up to add product listings and spending
carts on your website. It has features to provide customers with a wide range of options in shipping, payment methods, etc. There is also an online community of WooCommerce users around the world, you interact with.6. Wordfence SecurityWebsite security is something that most people take for granted -; until they are hacked. This WordPress plugin controller against hacking with real-time monitoring
and protection. It also has fire wall protection, malware scans, blocking, login security, and many other features. Wordfence also logs real-time activity on your website, so you can always points on items.7. Google XML SitemapsSetting up to a map of google site XML and getting it can only span. This plugin makes your XML site map for you and ensures your website will be indexed by all major search
engines. Save time and effort in your website's initial SEO setup with this plugin.8. WPFormsIf you need to add forms in posts and pages, nothing close to WPForms.It's the most beginner-friendly plugin to build a form in WordPress.WPForms has a drag-and-drop interface that allows you to create contact forms easily. This plugin has a lite version that you can try and continue to use for free if it meets your
needs. If you want more features, then you can go for the pro version. That paid version allows you to collect payments, conduct surveys, take job applications, etc.9. The MonsterInsightsThis plugin makes your Google Analytics visible through your WordPress dashboard. It's fast and easy to connect Google Analytics, and when it's set up, it's very easy to see your data in WordPress.There's a 100% free lite
version (woot!), as well as a pro version with a more established metric for publishers and ecommerce websites.10. RedirectionThere may be the time you need to change your post's box or pagesBut every now and then, you forget to redirect it because that can be very freezing. This named plugin allows you to manage all 301 redirects and 404 errors on your website. You can then steer clear all damaged
URLs and have a full log of all redirects. This plugin is very useful when you make major changes to your WordPress site. Reproduced with permission. Origin here: DepositphotosMore in: Publisher Channel Content, WordPress Everyone has a favorite website that they navigate as soon as they open their web browser. Whether it's CNN, Gmail or your most bearable (our) technology site we all have one
page that we consider more important than the other. This is why you want to know how to make shortcuts to websites on your desktop. You want to know what's going on in the world right now, not two seconds from now. Thankfully, Google Chrome makes it easy to drop clickable links to your desktop, allowing you to jump to the website in one click. Here's how to create a desktop shortcut for your favorite
webpages using Chrome. MORE: How to Enable Offline Gmail in ChromeHow to Create Shortcuts to Websites With Chrome1. Navigate to your favorite page and click the icon ••• in the right corner of the screen.2. Select More tools.3. Select Create Shortcut... 4. Edit the shortcut name.5. Click Create. If you check Open as Window, when you open the link, will open without an editable search bar. You have
a desktop shortcut pointing to Chrome! Now that you understand these tricks, see our guide to changing your password in Windows 10 and how to protect folders in Windows 10. Burned to Windows? Check out our guide to the best Chromebooks and how to use Chrome Dark Mode. Netflix is fantastic but not always so easy to find something new to watch. Sure, you can check Netflix.com, use the app on
your phone, or stream Netflix to your TV to search via video, but there are actually a few other tools you can take advantage of. Netflix's default search abilities aren't as good as what some third-party Netflix tools offer. With some of the websites below, you can browse all Netflix movies or TV shows based on the genre, as well as filter results by rating and year, something That Netflix doesn't allow on its
website or app. Soon On Netflix Soon On Netflix is a website that tells you what will be available soon on Netflix. If you're always wondering what new shows and movies come to Netflix or when your favorite series comes out with a new season, you need the site. You can find shows or browse the homepage for all the movies and shows coming out really soon. The website also shows you a TV showing
Netflix has been cancelled and the shows that have ended for good. The Full List of Movies on Netflix This site is mandatory to do if you are a very selector Netflix observer. Reelgood.com has a full list of movies and shows that you can watch on Netflix, complete with five filtering options so you can find something specific. You can sort by type (movie or TV show), IMDb score, Rotten Tomatoes rating, year
of release and genre. For example, maybe you're in the mood for an action movie rated at least 7.0 on IMDb and not lower than 50% on Rotten Tomatoes, but you also want it to have been released sometime after 2000. Once you get those results, you can also sort them out with all the ratings, see the latest movies first, or the highest rated ones. Netflix Roulette Netflix Roulette is another tool from the
Reelgood.com it's perfect if you don't know what to watch on Netflix but you're too lazy to actually see the full list. Just make a game out of it, and let this tool choose for you. Netflix Roulette just wants you to think. It chooses a movie or a random TV show from any genre. But that's not all. You can also choose a minimum IMDb rating and/or a Foul Tomato score to further improve the results. If you don't like
the results, you can press the SPIN button as much as possible to get a new video recommended to watch on Netflix. When you're ready, simply press Watch to open a movie in your browser. What's on Netflix What's on Netflix is a website dedicated to all things Netflix. See what's new on the website, what's to come, movies and that leaves Netflix soon, the Netflix news, the Netflix original, and the entire
list of Netflix libraries. The Netflix catalog compiles all movies, shows, and documentaries alphabetically so you can search for immediately find any title. It is also listed by TV networks, decades, genres, features (for example, interactive, concerts, 4K), and franchises (such as DC films). The list of Netflix Categories pages is also incredible. Ordinary. Allows you to browse the main genres to find cult movies,
thrillers, dramas, action movies, etc. However, there are thousands of others who are more specific ways and can be more useful in finding your next movie or TV show. To use a secret Netflix category search, find something, such as an actor's name or a genre. The list will fill in the results immediately, including the category ID number on the right. This is the number you need to find a secret category on
Netflix. Replace # in the URL below with a number from the results, and then visit the page in your browser. Chinese crime dramas are categorized with 371 ID, so that the URL will be . Another fun area on What's on Netflix is the most Popular on the Netflix site Right Now, which tries to list the top 25 titles on Netflix. Reddit's r/NetflixBestOf Sometimes, the best way to know what to watch on Netflix is to
communicate with other real people. There is an entire subreddit on Reddit dedicated to users posting about their favorite Netflix TV shows and movies. You can sort posts by Top to see some of the more popular posts, or New to see what's going on right now. With over a million members, the subreddit/rNetflixBestOf is a great source of feedback from other Netflix users, meaning it's a wonderful method
for you to find some great new flick. Netflix Party Netflix Party is a Chrome connection that allows you to watch movies with your friends. It has a chat window on the side of the video player so everyone can chat about movies in real time. Party creators can also pause videos for everyone at once. To create a Netflix party with this extension, one needs to start a party and create a URL, and then share it with
others. Everyone also needs access to netflix connections and accounts; shared links do not share Netflix login details. Details.
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